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QUESTION 1

What are some best practices for videos in Facebook News Feed that will drive the most positively impacted Ad
Recall? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Make long videos 

B. Make sure message is easy to understand with sound off 

C. The product being featured should be featured for the majority of 30 seconds of ad 

D. The video needs to have a lot of text to convey the right message 

E. Be open to experiment, test and make changes to your videos 

F. Capture attention quickly in the first 3 seconds of video 

Correct Answer: BCEF 

In light of new test results--in combination with new research from Facebook IQ on designing effective 

video ads for the mobile feed-- Facebook has made some updates to its mobile video creative 

considerations. 

Facebook has added a new tip on framing and revised their suggestion on experimentation to encourage 

advertisers to play more as they explore storytelling through video in mobile feed. 

Here are other updated video creative considerations: 

Capture attention quickly. Using colors, themes and imagery that evoke your brand at the start of your 

video can help people connect the ad to your brand quickly. Consider starting your video with lifestyle and 

product shots, recognizable spokespeople, action scenes or a vivid background to spark interest. 

Design for sound off. Since most video ads in mobile feed are viewed without sound, it\\'s important to 

convey your message visually. Showing captions, logos and products can help communicate your 

message, even in silence. 

Frame your visual story. Producing video for a small screen requires consideration of dimension and scale. 

Play with zoom, crop and overall visual composition to make sure your story is told well on a small screen. 

Play more. There\\'s no universal solution to building brands or driving actions with mobile video, so keep 

experimenting, testing and iterating to learn what works for your brand and audience. 
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QUESTION 2

You talk with your client and realize you need to automate the integration of offline events to properly measure the
conversions. 

What options do you have to automate the sales at the store with Facebook campaigns? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Use a Point Of Sale provider to integrate offline conversions. 

B. Use digital receipts instead of printed receipts to enable offline conversions. 

C. Use website conversions to integrate with offline conversions. 

D. Integrate your CRM system with your offline conversions. 

E. Collaborate with another Facebook Marketing Partner in order to measure offline conversions. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 
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There are some ways you can automate the influx of data coming from offline sales. 

The following options are currently available on Facebook\\'s platform: 

Use a Point Of Sale provider to integrate offline conversions. 

Use digital receipts instead of printed receipts to enable offline conversions. 

Integrate your CRM system with your offline conversions. 

Collaborate with another Facebook Marketing Partner to measure offline conversions. 

One of your customers has in-store, and online, high-end t-shirts retail stores in several cities throughout 

the east coast (specifically in Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco). 

In 4 months, the company is launching a new product line. They would like to cross-sell to their existing 

customer base and new potential customers that have similar characteristics as their current customers. 

As you upload the customer database directly from your client\\'s CRM, you realize the following: 

-30% of the customers are between 18-24 years old. 

-64% of the customers are between 25-34 years old. 

-6% of the customers are between 35-44 years old. 

-59% are women. 

-41% are men. 

-66% are college educated and above. 

-78% are married. 

 

QUESTION 3

What campaign strategies should you follow in order to optimize your Facebook ads? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Use Store Visit ads in order to bring traffic to the two specific retail stores. 

B. Add a "Get Directions" CTA on the campaigns in order to bring people to the stores. 

C. Send people to messenger and automate a chatbot or menu with directions on Waze and Google Maps. 

D. Add map card with your page location. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 
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QUESTION 4

Your client is a well recognized large brand, which has been in the market for +30 years, with a solid customer base. 

The marketing brand manager wants to run Facebook ads for their new spring campaign. He/she insists on running
interaction posts as the primary objective for all of the campaigns. 

You explain that as a brand, they will benefit more running reach and frequency campaigns instead of promoted posts. 

Select all of the reasons you give the brand manager to use reach and frequency as the primary bidding option. 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Branding campaigns usually have better performance by using the reach and frequency option as you can optimize
for reach, frequency, and overall budget. 

B. Branding campaigns usually perform better when optimized through CPM than CPA. 

C. Reach and frequency will ensure the lowest cost per reach and cost per person impacted. 

D. For brand marketing, changing attitudes and behaviors at scale will generate better results than specific actions on
posts. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

Research has shown the results in terms of Ad Recall, and Brand Awareness are fairly similar in a reach 

versus action optimized campaigns. 

However, when it comes to costs, the results are quite different. Just look at the table below: 
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Both campaigns had a $500,000 budget. The expected lift was quite similar, but costs changed 

dramatically. 

Reach campaigns allow brand managers to maximize more cost efficiently their marketing campaigns. 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been running an offer for the past 30 days with a CTR of 5.6%; however, after 45 days, the frequency has
increased to 4.36 and results have dropped dramatically. 

Your conversion cost has increased by 34% in the past week. 

What efforts do you make to change results? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Change the bid from automatic to manual. 

B. Change the audience to a new one. 

C. Refresh the image or video you are using to a new one. 

D. Change the placement of the ads. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

Whenever you want to maximize brand awareness with multiple messages, you should use reach and 

frequency as the bidding type. 

Keep in mind that you can program sequential content or ads within Facebook\\'s auction. So every time you 

see "sequential messages," the answer is most likely reach and frequency with sequential messaging. 

For brand awareness campaigns, you should also include Facebook as placement due to its high reach. 
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